
User Manual MS-2183

Thank you for purchasing our product.
• Please read this Users Manual carefully for information on how to use the device properly and safely.
• After reading the contents hereof, be sure to keep this Users Manual in an accessible location.
• Make sure to include this Users Manual if you are transferring ownership of the device to another person.
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1.Safety precautions 
1.Please read this manual carefully before use and familiarize yourself with the operation of 
this instrument and related technology. 
2.This instrument is a high-precision electronic device that requires proper storage. Please 
avoid storing it in humid conditions, direct sunlight, or near inflammables and explosives to 
prevent damage. 
3.Always use the designated accessory provided or recommended by the manufacturer to 
ensure the performance throughout its service life. 
4.Do not place the instrument in high-temperature conditions, as this may negatively impact 
its service life and performance. 
5.Do not apply the instrument on eyes, thyroid, parathyroid, testicles, pregnant women's 
abdomen, pacemakers, etc. 
6.Patients should refrain from using this instrument unless they have obtained permission 
from their doctor. 
7.Ensure to apply the instrument on moist skin and avoid the operation on dry skin. 
8.Power off the instrument when not in use to ensure its safety. 
9.If you are currently taking weight-loss drugs, please discontinue their use 1 - 2 months 
before using this instrument. Failure to do so may result in an extended course of treatment. 
10.To maintain hygiene and extend the instrument's service life, sterilize it with saline.
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2.Contraindications
Before using this instrument, it is essential to consult your doctor or seek advice 
from professionals. Details as below:
1.Pregnant or lactating woman. 
2.Individuals with heart disease or a pacemaker. 
3.Individuals with unhealed wounds or those in the recovery period from surgery. 
4.Individuals suffering from epilepsy, severe diabetes and hyperthyroidism. 
5.Individuals suffering from malignant tumors, hemophilia and hemorrhage. 
6.Individuals with skin disease or infectious disease. 
7.Individuals have had a cesarean section within six months, a miscarriage within three months, 
or a natural birth within two months. 
8.People who had plastic surgery, with implants or metal objects at the treatment area in 3 months.

3.Overview
With the most popular and safest technology, this vacuum beauty instrument ensures you achieve 
your desired body figure. It provides the perfect solution for people seeking improvements in skin 
appearance and body figure without injections, drugs, or side effects. For external use with 
immediate effects.

4.Functions of interfaces
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1.How to replace the cotton filter

Connect the transparent hose

The thick Y-shaped
hose is intended for

the vacuum cup.

3 pairs of breast cup

The thin Y-shaped
hose is allocated

for the breast cup.

The straight hose
isdesignated for
the grease cup.

2.How to connect the thick/thin Y-shaped hose: 4.How to choose the breast cup, vacuum cup, and grease cup?

1 12 3 4 51

Connect one end of the hose to the inlet on the main unit, and connect another two ends with two vacuum 
cups/breast cups. (In case only one cup is needed for the treatment, tie a knot on the spare end. And untie 
the knot if 2 cups are needed for the treatment.)

Activate the switches; the left one manages suction, while the right one governs 
release. For exclusive suction mode, only engage the left switch.

Suction Intensity Adjustment Knob: Turn it to the left to decrease the intensity and to 
the right to increase it. For exclusive suction mode, activate only the left switch and 
adjust the suction intensity according to individual preferences.

Choose required mode by "Function selection knob". 
Face rhythm 1：Intermittent suction and release, for face massage and relaxation. 
Face rhythm 2：Relax mode, for face lifting and tightening. 
Body rhythm 1：Detox mode, drain meridians. 
Body rhythm2：Dredge mode, unclog meridians. 
Breast lifting：For breast and buttocks sculpting and firming. 
Treatment：massage and relax mode. Used for relaxing whole body, or first-time user. 

3.How to connect the straight hose: 
Connect one end of the hose to the inlet on the main unit, and connect another end with the grease cup. 120ml 90ml 80ml

1 2 3
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Select the appropriate grease cup from the three available sizes based on the size of the treatment area. 

The large cup is used for large body areas, such as arms, abdomen, abdomen, waist, 
buttocks, legs, back. 

The medium cup is used for face or parts of body area, such as arms, neck, face, 
lower legs.

The small cup is used for face area, such as cheeks, around eyes, forehead, chin, neck.

Cup No. 1 is suitable for individuals with larger-sized breasts who seek firmer and sculpted breasts. 
Cup No. 2 is suitable for individuals with normal-sized breasts who desire firmer and more augmented breasts. 
Cup No. 3 is suitable for individuals with smaller-sized breasts who want to enjoy a massage and relaxation. 
Cup No. 4 is used for cupping therapy, moving cupping therapy (for large body area , e.g., thighs, buttocks, 
abdomen) 
Cup No. 5 is used for cupping therapy, moving cupping therapy (for body areas like legs, back) 
Cup No. 6 is used for cupping therapy, moving cupping therapy (for small body area, e.g., arms, lower legs) 
Cup No. 7 is used for moving cupping therapy (for body areas like neck, arms) 
Cup No. 8 is used for moving cupping therapy, massage (for body areas like face, neck) 
Cup No. 9 is used for moving cupping therapy, cleansing (for face area) 
Cup No. 10 is used for secret area. 
Cup No. 11 is used for facial cleansing. 
Cup No. 12 is used for moving cupping therapy, cleansing.

9 pairs of vacuum cup

3.5in 2.6in 1.8in 1.4in 1.2in

1.0in 1.4in 1.0in 1.0in

4 5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12
3.1in 2.3in 1.4in
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1.Strictly follow the instructions in the manual to use the instrument and train operator. 
2.Before using the instrument, you must use a plug with a grounding pin and ensure that the 
power socket is grounded. 
3.Make sure the voltage of the instrument is adapted. If the local power supply voltage is unstable, 
we advise you to add a power-matched regulated power supply between the mains and the 
instrument. 

 

4.Remove all the metal objects inside the body to avoid causing accident or affecting
treatment effect.
5.Do not use the instrument on empty abdomen, and take the treatment 1 hour later after the meal. 
6.Start with the lowest intensity of vacuum.

1.Unplug the power cord when not in use, store the instrument in dry, cool and airy place. 
2.To clean the vacuum cup and grease cup, wipe them with a wet wipe or saline to clean and 
sterilize, then dry them with a dry towel. 
3.After cleaning the instrument, cover it with a dustcloth or plastic wrap. Before use, ensure to 
sanitize the handle again for hygienic reason. 
4.Disassembling the instrument and attempting to clean the inside is strictly prohibited. This task 
should only be performed by professionals.  

5.Technical specifications

6.Precautions

7.Maintenance & Cleaning

8.FAQ

Power supply lnput：110v-220v

Power:15W 

Dimensions：30×29×15cm（12×11.4×6inches）

lnput Power：15W

length:2m length:2m length:2m

Net Weight：3.30kg 

Gross Weight：5.40kg

1.Are there any side effects associated with vacuum breast enlargement treatment? 
A: No side effect at all. The vacuum breast enlargement therapy is entirely based on the physical 
massage, suction and release under negative pressure. With the integration of multiple advanced 
technologies, it provides users with immediate effects without any side effects or rebound effects. 
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Breast enlargement: 

Butt augmentation: 

  

 

9.Ask & Answer 

10.Operation guide

Ask

Instrument fails to
turn on?

The power cord is disconnect to the 
wall socket.

(20 minutes)

Step 1:（15 minutes） Step 2:（20 minutes）

The hose is not tightly secured.

The fuse is either loose or burnt.

Check if the power cord is well connect to 
the wall socket and ensure that the socket is
functional.

Secure the hose tightly to the main unit.

Replace the fuse on the back of the 
instrument and restart it.

Cause Answer

 Ask Cause Answer

1

1 2

The cap on the inlet is loose or the
rubber ring inside is broken or missed.

The Suction Knob is not adjusted yet.

Secure the cap on the inlet tightly or replace
the rubber ring inside. 

Set the knob.

None suction or weak
suction from the
vacuum cup/grease
cup?

3

2.When do I expect to see the result of facial treatment with the vacuum cup? 
A: Usually you will feel that your pores are purified, and your skin is getting smoother. It is 
recommended to take at least 1 treatment per week, and you will see more visible result day
after another. 
3.How does the negative pressure help in detoxification? 
A: Negative pressure in detoxification operates by promoting tissue vitality through inducing mild
congestion. The inhalation and deflation, coupled with the oscillation of negative pressure, 
facilitate the opening and closing of local pores, augmenting skin respiration. This process
elevates the intake of oxygen by the skin and expedites the elimination of waste. Consequently, 
it serves to invigorate Qi, stimulate blood circulation, dispel dampness and cold, unblock
meridians, eliminate toxins, and alleviate heat, among other benefits.
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Face:

Step 1:（3 minutes） 1 2

12 13

Back:

Leg:

11.Warranty and support
A one-year warranty and a three-month free return and replacement is guaranteed from the date 
of purchase.

Step 2（10 minutes） Step 3（10 minutes）

Step 1（15 minutes） Step 2（15 minutes）

Step 1（15 minutes） Step 2（15 minutes）

1 2
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Versatile Beauty Device  
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